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Creating
Emotionally Rich
Characters

Through Trauma
By Allison Gorner

C

reating characters that resonate with
readers can be difficult. As writers,
we have the tendency to strive to design
the perfect character. Like an artist at the
potter’s wheel, we take a nondescript hunk
of clay, and we mold, shape, and smooth
it until we cultivate the traits, behaviours,
and actions of the perfect character. But
people in real life are not perfect. We
have bumps and rough edges, cracks and
missing pieces, and most of us have been
broken at least a few times.
Like the art of Kintsugi, when we give
a character emotional trauma, we can
illuminate the brokenness and fears
that come from that, thus creating an
emotionally rich character through a
character arc that is realistic and fulfilling
to the reader. The writer then resolves the
flaws by taking the character shards and
putting them back together again, but this
time highlighting the cracks and defects.
Kintsugi, meaning golden joinery, is the
Japanese art of mending broken pottery
pieces with gold. The gold adds value to
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the broken object and embraces the flaws
or imperfections in it. The marks and wear
of the object make it more interesting and
increase its worth. As a writer, you must
take your perfectly sculpted character and
smash it to pieces. Through the process
of your story and the character’s growth
arc, you repair the shards with ribbons of
gold and create an even stronger, more
beautiful piece of art.

Why Your Character Needs
Emotional Trauma
The characters we create don’t come into
being on the first page of the manuscript,
they need backstories full of brokenness,
just like us. The emotional events in
a character’s past will determine the
decisions she makes, how she acts, and the
lies she tells herself. Putting those pieces
back together again creates a stronger,
more beautiful character. Khalil Gibran,
a Lebanese poet, said, “Out of suffering
have emerged the strongest souls; the most
massive characters are seared with scars.”
Emotional trauma can range from

Creating emotionally rich characters through trauma continued

natural disasters, witnessing a murder,
sexual assault, suffering physical or
mental impairment, being raised by
overprotective parents, to everything in
between. Some categories of emotional
traumas to choose from may be crimes,
failures, betrayals, disabilities, injustices,
events, and others.

Mapping Your Character’s
Growth Arc

Mark’s emotionally charged backstory
guides his actions and behaviours in
the development of his journey. This
emotional trauma, and the resulting fears
and lies, should determine the major
obstacle that he needs to overcome by the
end of the narrative. Mark’s obstacle must
be directly connected with his fatal flaw
of mistrust and negative self-worth.

The Story

The golden seams of trauma are the
beginnings of a character’s growth arc.
The trauma helps determine a character’s
traits, fears, and strengths and how they
will use them in the story's progression.
Use the following example to build your
own character arc, starting with a trauma.

OUTER GOAL → INNER UNMET
NEED → OUTER OBSTACLE →
INNER CONFLICT → RESOLUTION

As a teen, Mark was the target of online
ridicule and bullying from supposed
friends. This emotionally traumatic
experience led Mark to believe the lie that
he is unworthy of genuine friendships or
relationships, otherwise why would he
be the one singled out for ridicule? His
trust in others is minimal, and he sees
other people as unreliable and deceitful.
He fears that entering any relationship
will end in rejection and humiliation. The
actions he takes because of this are to
isolate himself and rely solely on his own
merits to get further in life.

Mark’s dream job becomes vacant, and
he is being considered for the position.
His outer goal is to obtain the promotion
through excelling on a special project.
Also, because of his choice to remain
aloof from meaningful long-term
relationships, he feels something missing;
a desire for interpersonal connection and a
substantial poignant relationship, although
he doesn’t recognize it yet. This is his
inner unmet need.

As the story starts, Mark has worked hard
to put himself through school and obtain
a job he enjoys. He savours the notoriety
of being a ‘lone wolf’ and the exceptional
results that come from his efforts alone.
The Backstory
He is meticulous in his work and his
TRAUMA → LIE OR FLAW → FEAR → appearance and distances himself from
ACTIONS
anything that will open him up to ridicule.

All this happens before page one, and

As Mark struggles to shine above
the other candidates and deliver an
exceptional project, he discovers an outer
obstacle in the form of a talented co-
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Creating emotionally rich characters through trauma continued

worker, Sally. Mark’s boss insists they
work together and implies that without her
expertise, his project will be unrealized,
and thus the promotion denied. To achieve
his outer goal of a promotion, Mark
must overcome the inner conflict of his
mistrust and work effectively with Sally
on his project. As he allows trust, while
overcoming his fears of rejection and
ridicule, he forms a deeper relationship
with Sally and fills his unmet need of
connection and acceptance for who he is.

through the character’s behaviour,
like irritation at a friend’s off-the-cuff
remark, or a seemingly irrational fear of
a benign object. Allow the trauma to be
revealed naturally through conversation or
circumstance. Tease and foreshadow until
the big reveal.

Research: Do your research on the real
emotional effects of trauma. Interview
people who have gone through trauma.
How did they respond to difficult
experiences? Interview victims, first
Through overcoming his inner conflicts
responders, witnesses, and family
born from his earlier trauma (mistrust and members of trauma victims. Strive for a
fear of ridicule), Mark overcomes the outer complete picture of the experience and
obstacle (working with Sally), achieves his understand that emotional responses to the
outer goal (promotion), and fills his inner same incident can vary.
unmet need (relationship and acceptance).
Draw from Your Own Emotions:
Mark becomes a more interesting and
Whether you, as the author, have
beautiful character because of his flaws.
experienced the same trauma as your
His wounds become assets and his
character or not, draw from your own
character has more worth because of the
personal experiences. How did you feel
resolution or repair of his broken pieces.
when another child said they didn’t
When the writer illuminates and uses
want to play with you? How did you
his brokenness, like kintsugi, his scars
feel learning an acquaintance or family
become gold threads wound through
member hurt someone you know? Do you
the design of his character, making him
know someone who passed away? Use real
stronger, believable and emotionally rich.
reactions from your own experience and
through your research to write believable
Practical Writing Tips—The
character responses.

Traumatic Scene

When writing emotionally traumatic or
difficult scenes, especially situations from
your own traumatic experiences, here are
a few things to consider:
Reveal Past Trauma Through
Behaviour: Don’t info dump the
backstory all at once. Reveal the trauma
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Set a Time Limit: Delving into emotional
trauma can be upsetting. Don’t write it
all at once. Do little bits at a time. Setting
a time limit can prevent that dive into
difficult emotions from overwhelming
you. Stick to the limit and don’t stay in
potentially harmful triggers for too long.
Take breaks when needed.

Creating emotionally rich characters through trauma continued

About Allison Gorner:
Trusted Support: Have a person you trust
nearby to discuss memories and emotions Before becoming a short story author and
that may arise from writing trauma. Don’t screenwriter, Allison has been a librarian,
production assistant, art director, and
do it on your own.
coalminer. She has diplomas in Cinema,
Safe Space: Set aside a designated space
Television, Stage & Radio, and Writing
to write the difficult emotional scene.
For Children, and is a member of Alberta
You may wish to choose a secluded or
Romance Writers’
private space in case you get an overflow
Association
of emotion. No one wants to be overcome
(ARWA) and
with tears in the coffee shop.
Calgary
Physical Reminder: Have a physical
Society of
reminder nearby to ‘switch’ your brain
Independent
in and out of the emotional safe space.
Filmmakers
Have a sweater or a hat you put on when
(CSIF).
you begin, and take off when your time
She finds
limit is up. Or place an object near your
time to write
writing space that is only there when
when she can
you are writing the trauma. Remove it
extricate herself
and place somewhere else when you are
from her four kids and their pounding on
finished. In the book “The Emotional
the bathroom door.
Wound Thesaurus: A Writer’s Guide to
Psychological Trauma” the authors Angela
Ackerman and Becca Puglisi suggest
BE YOUR CLIENTS' TRUSTED SOURCE
lighting a candle when you begin writing
the scene and blowing it out when you are
Articles and Advertorials are an opportunity
done.
to establish a reputation and trust with your
Trauma provides opportunities for
your character to respond in natural
and realistic ways. When a character
behaves and reacts believably, this creates
context and emotional connection for the
reader. The reader wants the character’s
responses to make sense and they want to
have sympathy for the way the character
behaves. The more emotionally involved
a reader is, the more likely they will be to
turn the page. Then another. And another.

target audience.
Be Top of Mind with your prospective client
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Show It,
Don’t Tell It –
How to Spot Telling
in Your Drafts
By Suzy Vadori

T

he concept of “show, don’t tell” is one
of the most misunderstood pieces of
writing advice and one of the hardest to
implement consistently in both fiction
and non-fiction. Showing readers what’s
happening in your scene instead of telling
them is simple, right? It’s not. Even if
you’ve been writing for a long time, telling
is a hard thing to spot in your own writing
and takes practice to eliminate.

And:
Johnny fell to his knees and let Susan’s
note flutter to the ground. He choked back
a sob. (Showing)
In the telling example, Johnny’s feelings
are named in the most direct way. There’s
nothing to interpret or make meaning
of. In short, it’s boring. In the showing
example, Johnny’s reaction to the situation
is described and the reader is shown a
glimpse of what the moment means to
him. This pulls them deep into the story.

It would be amazing to nail this technique
every time you sit down to write. But
the truth is, first drafts are often full of
telling, so don’t despair if it takes you a
few tries. When you’re drafting, you’re
telling yourself the full story for the first
time and letting it unfold as you write.
The trick is to spot telling in your early
drafts so you can turn it into wonderful
Why is this important? Showing is more
showing details when you’re revising,
than just cliché writing advice. When done
drawing your reader in.
right, it activates your reader’s brain by
painting vivid pictures in their mind. This How do you know if your writing has
telling in it? You might be telling if…
means that your scenes play out like a
movie in their head. Showing drags your
1.
Something’s happening off screen.
reader into your scenes, opening your
If your characters refer to something
characters and your world up for them to
explore. If you’ve ever flipped the pages of or someone who’s not in the scene, it’s
telling. Bring the missing action or
a book until way past your bedtime, that
characters into your scene to fix this, or
writer has probably done a great job of
use a flashback if the information can’t
showing.
happen in the moment. Flashbacks drag
the reader back in time in the narrator’s
So, what does showing look like? It’s the
mind, and can use showing techniques to
difference between:
make the them feel like they’re there.
Johnny was devastated when he read
2.
Generalities. Watch for general
Susan’s note. (Telling)
8

Show it - don't tell it...continued

terms like “many times” or “somebody”
or vague descriptions like “stuff” or
“things”. When you skim over what’s
happening, readers have a hard time
picturing your scene and will disengage.
Instead, give readers specific details
about a specific event, so their brain can
paint a picture of what’s happening on the
page.

About Suzy:
Suzy Vadori is a Book Coach, Editor and
the award winning author of The Fountain
Series (The Fountain, The West Woods,
Wall of Wishes).

3.
Naming Emotions. Rather than
telling us your character is furious, show
us their clenched fists and red face.
4.
Info dumps. These are long
passages that explain something without
letting the reader in on what this
information means to your characters.
If you must deliver big chunks of
information, break this up by having your
character react to what they’re learning
in the scene. And keep it brief. Or better
yet, find a way to have your characters
discover the information you want them
to know in the scene itself.
'Show, Don’t Tell' is one of the most
powerful techniques a writer can master.
The process of getting showing details
on the page can be iterative, but it’s
worth the effort to find telling in your
drafts and replace it with juicy details
that a reader can hold onto. When used
consistently, showing will pull your
reader into your fabulous fictional or nonfictional world and hold them spellbound
until they’ve turned the final page of your
book. ⸙
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The Writer’s Home Office:

Setting Goals for Your Writing Space
By Barbori Garnet

S

etting goals for your home office space
first will help you to be more focused
and efficient in your writing time. By
setting goals such as when and how long
you will write for, how often you will tidy
and organize your work space, when you
will practice reading your writing, and
perhaps decide on inviting over others to
hear you read your work, will result in
spending your time writing and growing
in your writing path at your home office.
How much time do you want to spend
writing and working away in your space?
The answer to this question will be based
in part on what your writing goals are –
how many words or pages you want to
write each day along with how soon you
want to complete a story or project – and
what your other time commitments are
10

(family, work, volunteer, etc.). Once you
know what your current commitments are
and what you want to accomplish in your
writing, then you will know how much
time, and when, to set aside for writing in
your home office.
Having decided on your writing time,
consider setting aside time to read your
work. Reading your own writing out loud
is a great way to get familiar with the flow
of the words you have written, know what
is coming next in the story or chapter,
and be comfortable with proper posture
whether sitting or standing. Practicing
reading your writing will prepare you for
both virtual and in-person readings and
increase your confidence and success.
Another goal to consider is whether you

the writers home office...continued

will invite people over to your writer’s
home office, using it as a literary salon.
Invite writers as part of a writing group,
or special guests who come to hear you
read your work. As it is your writing
space, it is important to go with what you
feel comfortable with and what works
best for you.
Setting goals and following through on
keeping your writer’s nook organized
and tidy will help you to have a place
you love to write in. Examples of goals
to set include sorting and filing papers
at the end of each day/week/month and
having a calendar to record deadlines
for projects/contests/submissions. It is
important to have a place to note things
to research/print/ write and to go through
bookshelves to ensure that books and
notebooks you refer to often are
handy and close by. If you have a
smaller place in which to write, you
may have to get creative with storage
solutions to keep your table free of
clutter.
In addition to setting aside time to write
and organizing your space, think about
ways in which you can beautify your
work area. Can you place an indoor plant,

such as an ivy or peace lily, on a shelf
or on the table? Could you treat yourself
to a bouquet of flowers once a month?
Or perhaps a seasonal wreath on a wall,
door, or easel would add just the right
touch of color, beauty, and personality.
Giving some thought to ways in which to
add cheer to your space will result in a
more inviting and personal place for you
to write in.
Before beginning to write, take the time
to set goals for your writing area. Having
regular writing and reading times,
knowing when and how often to tidy and
organize, and adding elements of beauty
and brightness to your writer’s home
office will make it an oasis where you
enjoy writing. ⸙
Barbori Garnet is
a Creative Arts
professional – writer,
artist and musician
– based in Calgary,
AB. She finds lots of
inspiration from and enjoys
being in her family’s fruit,
vegetable and perennial garden and likes
to spend time in the mountains. Barbori
has a BFA in Painting & Drawing
and an MA Communications in Public
Relations.
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Fiction

The
Great
Switch

What no one had
foreseen was that
there could be far
greater calamities
than universal
annihilation.

The Great Switch
was a process
By Boris Glikman which caused the
inner and outer
After the cataclysm selves of human
took place, people, beings to swap
places, so that the
or rather the
emotional, mental
beings that people
and spiritual
transformed into,
would refer to it as characteristics now
became external
The Great Switch.
When these beings and vice versa. It
must be stressed
recalled how the
that it wasn't
world had been
just a case of the
before The Great
intangible inner
Switch, what
characteristics
struck them above
everything else was becoming visible;
rather, the inner
how blind they'd
been in those times. selves now literally
became the outer
Back then, religious physical bodies,
teachings and
while the physical
scientific theories
bodies became
kept mankind
invisible internal
obedient, cowed
entities.
through ominous
Naturally, the
prophecies of
consequences of
apocalypses and
armageddons, when this event were
all life on Earth or momentous and
indeed the Universe far-reaching.
No longer could
itself would
anyone conceal
come to an end.
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the great switch...continued

their true inner self; it was exposed in all
its glory and disgrace, in all its beauty
and ugliness. Many lives were wrecked,
relationships destroyed, and careers
ruined, as a person's internal neuroses,
anxieties, delusions, hatreds, prejudices,
insecurities, and character flaws were
revealed to their partners, family, friends,
work colleagues and strangers. The very
structure of society was threatened, for
its smooth running was greatly dependent
upon people suppressing and hiding their
true natures and feelings.

And so, it was especially touching to
witness the pride and joy of some of those
who had been physically ugly before this
event, those who, despite all the slights
and the disregard meted out to them by
the world, maintained their dignity and
self-respect, their souls not begrimed by
bitterness, self-loathing or envy. Now,
their inner purity sparkled brilliantly for
all to see and marvel at.

On the other hand, it was rare to come
across someone who was strikingly
After The Great Switch, a large proportion good-looking both before and after The
Great Switch. Maybe it should not have
of the world's population disappeared
been surprising for, given the ceaseless
completely. Of all the competing theories
attention, admiration and favouritism that
about this vanishing, the most popular
one was that the superficial, soulless lives was lavished upon those of great physical
beauty, it was inevitable that they would
led by many had made them emotionally,
become self-absorbed and incapable of
mentally and spiritually vacuous.
empathy. And so, after this cataclysm,
Consequently, once the Great Switch had
a large proportion of the blindingly
taken place, those people were rendered
gorgeous turned into some of the most
externally empty and became invisible.
hideous beings around, their ugliness
Yet, for some, this turn of events proved
causing others to turn away in shock and
to be a godsend. Before the Great Switch, disgust. Yet there was pity for them too,
physical appearance was of paramount
and a desire to help somehow.
significance; people's impressions and
It was particularly ironic how the mirror,
opinions of you were predominantly
once the most treasured possession of
based upon how you looked. In your daily
the beautiful people, now became the
interactions you were constantly, indeed
bane of their existence—something to
instantly, judged on your looks. Your inner
avoid at all costs, lest they catch sight of
essence, being imperceptible to others,
their transformed selves. Indeed, mirrors
required much more time and effort to
and other reflective surfaces became
uncover. Few were interested or willing
horrifying and loathed objects for many
to do that, as, in those fast-paced times,
in this post-Switch world. Few had the
people hardly had the time to discover
courage to see themselves exactly as they
their own inner selves, let alone the inner
are. Perhaps they were terrified of facing
selves of others.
November 2020
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the great switch...continued

the stark truths their reflections might
reveal. Or, maybe they were afraid of what
they might not see, given how easy it had
been in the pre-Switch world to delude
yourself about possessing undiscovered
talents and untapped potential, and to
convince yourself that all these marvellous
gifts were supposedly hidden in the depths
and shadows of your mind and soul.
It should be mentioned at this point
that The Great Switch was so allencompassing that its effects were not
limited to mankind. All living organisms,
from bacteria to whales, and everything
in between, were affected too. However,
unlike many human beings, none of the
other living organisms disappeared after
this event, thus settling once and for all
the age-old question of whether it was
only man who possessed a soul. It was
now indisputable that all microrganisms,
plants and animals had an inner self
too. Moreover, in stark contrast to the
prevalence of ugliness in post-Switch
mankind, they all became beings of simple
yet distinct beauty. From this it could be
concluded that every non-human living
creature, no matter how loathsome or
harmful it might have been in the eyes of
humanity, no matter how devoid it might
have seemed of any redeeming features,
had a pure, beautiful soul. Regardless
of how much suffering and death such
organisms as typhoid bacteria, malarial
mosquitoes and lice have caused to
mankind over the eons, their inner selves
all shone with the same plain, steady
radiance.
14

How exactly did The Great Switch come
about and what had caused it is still being
fiercely debated: Was it God's doing? Or
was it a hitherto unknown, yet completely
natural stage of the evolutionary process?
Perhaps it was something else entirely; a
singular, unprecedented phenomenon that
neither science nor religion could explain.
What is not debatable is the radical
transformation this upheaval wrought
upon the Earth, for it had affected each
and every living entity. Even embryos and
foetuses gestating inside their expectant
mothers were not immune from its effects.
Perhaps the scenario that I have
painted seems implausible and utterly
preposterous. Yet, who is to say that our
current reality is not actually a temporary
aberration from the state of being
described above? What if it is only during
this period of existence that we briefly
possess physical features on the outside,
and emotional, mental and spiritual
features on the inside? And what if, once
in the Afterworld, we exist for all eternity
with our inner selves externalised?
Is that as good a reason as any for us
to start working on our souls, to start
devoting as much time to developing and
improving our emotional, mental and
spiritual selves as we devote to bettering
and beautifying our physical bodies? For,
after all, these fragile corporeal bodies
belong to us but for an instant of time
while our inner selves may live on forever.
I leave you to ponder these questions. And
if you choose to dismiss my suggestions

the great switch...continued

as absurd nonsense, let's catch up again to talk about them when we are both dwelling
in the Afterworld. I will then say to you, without a trace of smugness or schadenfreude
in my voice: "I told you so!"
BORIS GLIKMAN is a writer, poet and philosopher from Melbourne, Australia. His
stories, poems and non-fiction articles have been published in various online and print
publications, as well as being featured on national radio and other radio programs.
He says: “Writing for me is a spiritual activity of the highest degree. Writing gives
me the conduit to a world that is unreachable by any other means, a world that is
populated by Eternal Truths, Ineffable Questions and Infinite Beauty. It is my hope that
these stories of mine will allow the reader to also catch a glimpse of this universe.”
Photo credit: Division of Prime Cause by the artist, Michael Cheval

Live Zoom Training
5 Modules Video Training +
worksheet to get clarity
4 weekly LIVE classes to hone
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to your questions
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Western Canadian
2020 Author Conventions
& Book Festivals

Alberta

Banff Centre Mountain Film and Book Festival		 October 31 - November 8, 2020
https://www.banffcentre.ca/banff-mountain-film-book-festival

Canadian Writers Groups
Name

City

Contact

Email or Website

Alexandra
Writers Centre
Society

Calgary

Robin van Eck

info@alexandrawriters.org

ARWA

Calgary

Tammy Lyn
Carbol

https://www.facebook.com/
AlbertaRomanceWritersAssociation

Calgary

Dwayne Clayden www.facebook.com/
groups/447866448575320/
Barbie Thompson burb2872@yahoo.com

Alberta Romance
Writers
Calgary Crime
Writers
Calgary Writers
Montparnasse
CaRWA

Canadian Romance
Writers Association
Edmonton Writers
Group
Golden Ears Writers Maple
Ridge, BC
Halifax Writers
Halifax
Group
IFWA

https://www.facebook.com/
CARWAauthors/
howard.gibbins@gmail.com OR
schisobelj@hotmail.com
walkerparkmedia@gmail.com
evergreen_writers@yahoo.ca
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/544750819000698/?fref=ts

Canadian writers groups

Name

City

Contact

Email or Website

Lake Winnipeg
Writers Group

Winnipeg

President: Jeanne president@lwwg.ca
Gougeon
executive@lwwg.ca
Vice-President:
Marlene Ness

Manitoba Writers
Guild
Northwest Ontario
Writers Workshop

events@mbwriter.mb.ca

PEI Writers Guild

peiwritersguild@gmail.com

River Bottom
Writers
Sask Writers Guild

https://m.facebook.com/
groups/41601830888/?ref=group_
browse
Lethbridge

Leslie Johnson

Saskatoon Writers'
Collective

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/385281638482435/
info@skwriter.com
ssaskatoonwriterscollective.ca

Writers Alliance NF
&L

Carmella GrayCosgrove

wanl@nf.aibn.com
mail@writersguild.ca

Chloe Edbrooke
Writers’ Collective
of Manitoba

http://www.thewriterscollective.org/
contact/

Writing Life,
Women's Writing
Circle
Interior Authors
Group

Kamloops,
BC

Burnaby Writers'
Society

Burnaby

BC Writers

Mary Ann

creativity@maryannmoore.ca

Elma
Schemenauer

elmams@shaw.ca
info@bws.bc.ca
info@bcwriters.ca

This month's featured book lists

Best-selling Canadian Books
Overall the Canadian-authored bestsellers so far in 2020 are:
1.

From the Ashes by Jesse Thistle

2.

Love you Forever by Robert Munsch; illustrated by Sheila McGraw

3.

The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret Atwood

4.

The Skin We're In by Desmond Cole

5.

All the Devils Are Here by Louise Penny

6.

The Forgotten Home Child by Genevieve Graham

7.

Fraiche Food, Full Hearts by Jillian Harris and Tori Wesszer

8.

Talking to Strangers by Malcolm Gladwell

9.

The End of Her by Shari Lapena

10.

12 Rules for Life by Jordan B. Peterson

~This list has been derived from Booknet Canada
Best Books of 2019 - GOODREADS CHOICE AWARDS

The Amazon Editors' #1 Pick for the best book of
2019
Best Books by Category:
Biographies and Memoirs
Wild Game: My Mother, Her Lover, and Me, Adrienne Brodeur
Business and Leadership:
Super Pumped: The Battle for Uber, Mike Isaac
Literature and Fiction:
The Testaments: The Sequel to the Handmaids Tale, Margaret
Atwood
NonFiction:
Furious Hours: Murder, Fraud, and the Last Trial of Harper Lee,
Casey Cep
Romance:
The Bromance Book Club, Lyssa Kay Adams
Cookbooks Food and Wine
South: Essential Recipes and New Explorations, Sean Brock
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